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Key Points:8

• General circulation models without surface wave effects simulate total Lagrangian-mean9

currents10

• Observational transport estimates derived from Ekman or geostrophic balance are11

also Lagrangian-mean12

• Don’t add Stokes drift to model output or observations based on Ekman or geostrophic13

balance14

Abstract15

We argue that ocean general circulation models and observations based on Ekman or16

geostrophic balance provide estimates of the Lagrangian-mean ocean velocity field averaged17

over surface waves — the total time-averaged velocity that advects oceanic tracers, particles,18

and water parcels. This interpretation contradicts an assumption often made in ocean19

transport studies that numerical models and observations based on dynamical balances20

estimate the Eulerian-mean velocity — the velocity time-averaged at a fixed position and21

only part of the total ocean velocity. Our argument uses the similarity between the wave-22

averaged Lagrangian-mean momentum equations appropriate at large oceanic scales, and23

the momentum equations solved by “wave-agnostic’ general circulation models that neglect24

surface wave effects. We further our case by comparing a realistic, global, “wave-agnostic’25

general circulation ocean model to a wave-averaged Lagrangian-mean general circulation26

ocean model at eddy-permitting 1/4
◦
resolution, and find that the wave-agnostic velocity27

field is almost identical to the wave-averaged Lagrangian-mean velocity.28

Plain language summary29

Physical oceanographers are taught that surface waves “induce” a time-averaged current30

called the Stokes drift. This notion motivates studies in which the total ocean surface31

transport of things like trash, oil, and kelp is estimated by the combined effect of “ocean32

currents” as simulated by an ocean model, or estimated from observations, and an additional33

“surface wave Stokes drift”. In this paper, we show that ocean models and observations34

actually estimate total ocean transport including Stokes drift. So, we usually shouldn’t “add35

Stokes drift” to model output or certain kinds of observations.36

1 Introduction37

Ocean surface waves complicate observations and models of near-surface ocean transport.38

Surface waves are associated with significant, yet oscillatory fluid displacements that must be39

time-averaged away to reveal the underlying persistent circulation. But time-averaging over40

surface waves is not straightforward: the ocean velocity averaged at a fixed position — the41
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“Eulerian-mean velocity” — is missing a component of the total transport called the “Stokes42

drift” (Stokes, 1847). The total mean velocity responsible for advecting tracers, particles,43

and water parcels is called the “Lagrangian-mean velocity”, because it can be obtained44

by time-averaging currents in a semi-Lagrangian reference frame that follows surface wave45

oscillations. These statements are summarized by the timeless formula46

uL = uE + uS , (1)47

where uL is the surface-wave-averaged Lagrangian-mean velocity, uE is the surface-wave-48

averaged Eulerian-mean velocity, and uS is the surface wave Stokes drift (Longuet-Higgins,49

1969). On average, tracers, particles, and water parcels follow streamlines traced by50

Lagrangian-mean velocity uL. (Formulas analogous to (1) also apply to velocities aver-51

aged over longer time intervals, such as supermonthly timescales over mesoscale ocean52

turbulence, but we do not discuss “other” Lagrangian-mean velocities in this paper.)53

Most general circulation models of ocean transport, and many observation-based es-54

timates based on dynamical balances, neither resolve surface wave oscillations nor invoke55

an explicit dependence on the surface wave state. Such “wave-agnostic” estimates must be56

interpreted as somehow time-averaged over surface wave oscillations. Note that the expression57

“wave-agnostic” excludes observations based on explicit averaging, such as moored Eulerian58

velocity measurements, or fully Lagrangian drifter or tracer-based estimates (for in depth59

discussions and examples see Longuet-Higgins, 1969; Middleton & Loder, 1989; Smith, 2006),60

which lack the ambiguity inherent to wave-agnostic estimates. We ask: do wave-agnostic61

models and observations based on dynamical balances estimate the Eulerian-mean velocity,62

or the Lagrangian-mean velocity?63

Studies that discuss surface wave effects on ocean transport (Kubota, 1994; Tamura et64

al., 2012; Fraser et al., 2018; Iwasaki et al., 2017; Van den Bremer & Breivik, 2017; Dobler65

et al., 2019; Onink et al., 2019; Kerpen et al., 2020; Van Sebille et al., 2020; Bosi et al., 2021;66

Van Sebille et al., 2021; Durgadoo et al., 2021; Cunningham et al., 2022; Chassignet et al.,67

2021) often assume that the ocean velocity estimated by numerical models or observational68

products — in particular, those that neglect surface wave effects — is the Eulerian-mean69

velocity. We call this assumption the “Eulerian-mean hypothesis”. Within the context of the70

Eulerian-mean hypothesis, the total Lagrangian-mean transport is constructed by adding an71

estimate of the Stokes drift velocity (derived from an estimate of the surface wave state) to72

model output or observational products, according to (1).73

In this paper we propose the alternative “Lagrangian-mean hypothesis”, which posits74

that wave-agnostic models and most dynamics-based observational products estimate the75

Lagrangian-mean velocity. We begin in section 2.1 by showing that the Eulerian-mean76

hypothesis is inconsistent: in the Eulerian-mean Boussinesq equation (Craik & Leibovich,77

1976; Huang, 1979), surface wave terms cannot be neglected if the Stokes drift uS is78

comparable to the Eulerian-mean velocity uE. Next, in section 2.2, we show that the79

alternative “Lagrangian-mean hypothesis” is consistent because, in the Lagrangian-mean80

Boussinesq equation, surface wave terms are negligible at ocean mesoscales and larger. Our81

scaling arguments apply both to general circulation models and observational products82

based on Ekman and geostrophic balance like GlobCurrent (Johannessen et al., 2016)83

and predict that wave-agnostic general circulation model output is indistinguishable from84

Lagrangian-mean general circulation model output.85

In section 3, we demonstrate the similarity between wave-agnostic dynamics and86

Lagrangian-mean dynamics at ocean mesoscales by comparing output from a wave-agnostic87

“control” general circulation ocean model simulation that neglects surface wave effects on88

velocity and tracers with a “wave-averaged” general circulation ocean model simulation that89

explicitly includes surface waves. We find that the velocity in the wave-agnostic simulation90

is almost identical to the Lagrangian-mean velocity in the wave-averaged simulation.91
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Our results provide strong evidence that wave-agnostic models and dynamically-based92

observational products implicitly use a Lagrangian-mean formulation of the wave-averaged93

Boussinesq equations, and therefore estimate of the Lagrangian-mean transport directly. In94

consequence, ocean transport studies based on wave-agnostic model output or observations95

based on dynamical balances should not “add Stokes drift” to construct the total Lagrangian-96

mean transport. We conclude in section 4 by discussing the implications of our results for97

surface boundary layer parameterizations and the potential uses of wave-averaged general98

circulation models.99

2 Wave-averaged and wave-agnostic dynamics100

The wave-averaged Craik–Leibovich Boussinesq momentum equation (Craik & Leibovich,101

1976; Huang, 1979) can be written either in terms of the Eulerian-mean velocity uE,102

∂tu
E +

(
uE · ∇

)
uE + f ẑ ×

(
uE +uS

)
+

∇
(
p̄ + 1

2u
S · uS + uS · uE

)
= b̄ ẑ +X + uS × (∇× uE) ,

(2)103

or the Lagrangian mean velocity, uL,104

∂tu
L +

(
uL · ∇

)
uL +

(
f ẑ −∇× uS

)
× uL +∇p̄ = b̄ ẑ +X + ∂tu

S . (3)105

In (2)–(3), p̄ is the Eulerian-mean kinematic pressure (pressure scaled with ocean’s reference106

density), b̄
def
= −gρ′/ρ0 is the Eulerian-mean buoyancy defined in terms of gravitational107

acceleration g, reference density ρ0, and the Eulerian-mean density perturbation ρ′, f is the108

Coriolis parameter, and ẑ is the unit vector pointing up. X parametrizes subgrid momentum109

flux divergences associated with, for example, ocean surface boundary layer turbulence. We110

discuss X further in section 4. Equations (2)–(3) are related by (1) and standard vector111

identities. Physical interpretations for the green surface wave terms in equations (2)–(3) are112

discussed by Wagner et al. (2021) in their section 2.1, Bühler (2014) in their section 11.3.2,113

and by Suzuki and Fox-Kemper (2016).114

The green surface wave terms in equations (2) and (3) depend explicitly on the Stokes115

drift uS and therefore the surface wave state. The green terms distinguish equations (2)–(3)116

from the wave-agnostic Boussinesq momentum equation,117

∂tu+ (u · ∇)u+ f ẑ × u+∇p = b ẑ +X , (4)118

solved by typical, wave-agnostic ocean general circulation models.119

2.1 The Eulerian-mean hypothesis is inconsistent120

The Eulerian-mean hypothesis posits that velocities u that solve equation (4) are121

identical or similar to uE in (2) at ocean mesoscales and larger. The Eulerian-mean122

hypothesis therefore requires that (4) is a good approximation to (2) when uS ∼ uE.123

The central flaw in the Eulerian-mean hypothesis is that Stokes-Coriolis term f ẑ × uS
124

in (2) is the same magnitude as the “Eulerian-mean component of the Coriolis force”, f ẑ×uE.125

Thus for dynamics close to geostrophic and Ekman balance, (2) is not a good approximation126

to (4) because it does not represent the total Coriolis force f ẑ × uL. A similar argument127

applies to tracer advection by uL.128

The failure of the Eulerian-mean hypothesis to account for both tracer advection and129

the total Coriolis force is sufficient motivation to pursue the Lagrangian-mean hypothesis,130

and convinced readers may skip to section 2.2. The remainder of this section shows that131

the “vortex force” uS ×
(
∇× uE

)
and “Stokes-Bernoulli” terms aside the pressure in (2)132

are O(Ro), where133

Ro
def
=

U

fL
, (5)134
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is the Rossby number for flows with velocity scale |uL| ∼ |uS| ∼ |uE| ∼ U and horizontal135

scales L ∼ U/|∇hu|. Ro is typically less than unity for oceanic motion at mesoscales and136

larger.137

Under slowly-modulated surface waves, the ratio138

|∇hu
S|

|∂zuS|
∼ H

L
, (6)139

is small, where H is the vertical decay scale of the Stokes drift. The approximation (6)140

simplifies the vortex force in (2) to141

uS × (∇× uE) ≈ vS(∂xv
E − ∂yu

E) x̂− uE(∂xv
E − ∂yu

E) ŷ −
(
uS∂zu

E + vS∂zv
E
)
ẑ , (7)142

where x̂ and ŷ are unit vectors in horizontal directions.143

We simplify the scaling analysis by reusing H and L in (6) for vertical and horizontal144

near-surface velocity scales. For the x-component of (7) we find145

∂x
(
1
2u

S · uS + uS · uE
)

fvE
∼

(
∂xv

E − ∂yu
E
)
vS

fvE
∼ U2/L

fU
= Ro . (8)146

A similar result holds for the y-component of (7). Compared to the geostrophic pressure147

gradient ∂z p̄ ∼ fUL/H, we find that the vertical component of (7) scales with148

uS∂zu
E + vS∂zv

E

∂z p̄
∼ U2/H

fUL/H
= Ro . (9)149

In summary, in nearly geostrophic mesoscale flows, the Stokes–Coriolis term in (2) is O(1)150

and non-negligible, which means that (2) is a poor approximation to (4) and casts doubt on151

the Eulerian-mean hypothesis. The other surface wave terms in (2) are O(Ro) and are thus152

negligible for Ro ≪ 1.153

2.2 The Lagrangian-mean hypothesis is consistent154

The “Lagrangian-mean hypothesis” posits that velocities u that solve (4) are similar to155

Lagrangian-mean velocities uL that solve (3) at ocean mesoscale and larger. We argue that156

the Lagrangian-mean hypothesis is consistent with a scaling analysis that suggests the green157

terms in (3) are negligible at ocean mesoscales and larger.158

Using (6) we simplify the surface wave term in (3),159

(∇× uS)× uL ≈ wL∂zu
S x̂+ wL∂zv

S ŷ −
(
uL∂zu

S + vL∂zv
S
)
ẑ . (10)160

The term in (10) has the same form as the “non-traditional” component of the Coriolis161

force associated with the horizontal components of planetary vorticity (which have been162

neglected a priori from (3)). Thus the terms in (10) are small for the same reason we make163

the traditional approximation for Coriolis forces: because of the dominance of hydrostatic164

balance, and because geostrophic vertical velocities scale with165

wL ∼ Ro
H

L
U , (11)166

and are therefore miniscule at ocean mesoscales and larger where both Ro and especially167

H/L are much smaller than unity. Specifically, the same arguments leading to (8) conclude168

that the horizontal components of (10) scale with Ro2 — much smaller than O(1) and169

smaller even than the O(Ro) terms in (8). The vertical component of (10) shares the same170

scaling with (9): O(Ro) and therefore negligible at ocean mesoscales and larger.171

We save the discussion of ∂tu
S for last. Only the horizontal components of uS are172

significant (Vanneste & Young, 2022). ∂tu
S is primarily associated with wave growth beneath173
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atmospheric storms and thus effectively represents the small part of the total parameterized174

air-sea momentum transfer that is depth-distributed rather than fluxed at or just below the175

surface (Wagner et al., 2021). We could therefore interpret ∂tu
S as accounted for implicitly176

in wave-agnostic models by bulk formulae for air-sea momentum transfer. Even so, we177

consider a scaling argument by introducing an average ⟨ · ⟩ over a time-scale T much longer178

than a day, and therefore much larger than f−1. We find that179 〈
∂tu

S
〉

|fvL|
∼ |uS|

fT |uL|
≪ 1 . (12)180

We conclude that the Lagrangian-mean hypothesis is consistent since all terms in (3) that181

explicitly involve surface waves are at least O(Ro) or smaller.182

3 Ocean general circulation simulations with and without explicit surface183

wave effects184

We pursue empirical validation of the scaling arguments and conclusions in section 2 by185

describing a novel wave-averaged general circulation model, and comparing simulated surface186

velocity fields between a realistic, typical “control” global ocean simulation and a wave-187

averaged simulation. The comparison shows that typical general circulation models — which188

do not depend explicitly on the ocean surface wave state — simulate and output Lagrangian-189

mean currents. Both the control and wave-averaged general circulation simulations use190

models based on the Modular Ocean Model 6 (MOM6) following the Geophysical Fluid191

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)’s OM4 configuration (Adcroft et al., 2019).192

3.1 Control general circulation model based on MOM6193

Our control MOM6-based general circulation model (GCM) is called “Ocean Model 4”, or194

OM4. OM4 is a typical GCM that discretizes and time-integrates the horizontal components of195

the wave-agnostic, implicitly-averaged Boussinesq momentum equation (4), with hydrostatic196

balance197

∂zp = b , (13)198

approximating the vertical component of (4).199

3.2 A wave-averaged MOM6200

Our wave-averaged GCM, dubbed “OM4-CL” (CL after Craik & Leibovich, 1976)201

discretizes and time-integrates the horizontal components of the wave-averaged Craik–202

Leibovich Boussinesq momentum equation (3). OM4-CL replaces the vertical component of203

equation (3) with “wavy hydrostatic balance” (Suzuki & Fox-Kemper, 2016)204

∂z p̄ = b̄ − (uL∂zu
S + vL∂zv

S) . (14)205

In OM4-CL, tracers are advected by uL, and mass conservation is enforced by requiring that206

uL is divergence-free.207

3.3 Coupled sea ice–ocean model simulations208

Both the control OM4 and the wave-averaged OM4-CL simulations follow the approach209

for coupled ocean and sea-ice model initialization and forcing laid out by Adcroft et al.210

(2019). Prescribed atmospheric and land forcing fields in these simulations are obtained from211

the JRA55-do reanalysis product (Tsujino et al., 2018), following recommendations from212

the second Ocean Model Intercomparison Project protocol (OMIP2, see Griffies et al., 2016;213

Tsujino et al., 2020). Simulations are performed with a nominal lateral resolution of 1/4
◦

214

that partially resolves mesoscale eddies. Our configuration is similar to OM4p25 described215

by Adcroft et al. (2019). We conduct simulations using forcing from 1958-2017 and analyze216
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(a) OM4 zonal current

(c) OM4-CL zonal current

(e) Difference (a) - (c)

(b) OM4 meridional current

(d) OM4-CL meridional current

(f) Difference (b) - (d)
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0.4
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Figure 1: (Upper) OM4 zonal and meridional surface currents (u in (4)) averaged between
1998-2017, (middle) time-averaged OM4-CL zonal and meridional currents (uL in (3)), and
(bottom) differences between the upper two rows. Note the different color scales between
panels (a)-(d) and the bottom two panels.

model output from the last 20 years (1998-2017). For the wave-averaged simulations, global217

Stokes drift velocities are taken from an offline WAVEWATCH-III v6.07 simulation (The218

WAVEWATCH III Development Group (WW3DG), 2016), following a similar procedure to219

that by Reichl and Deike (2020). Both OM4 and OM4-CL use the same wave-dependent220

surface boundary layer vertical mixing parameterization (Reichl & Li, 2019) with the same221

Stokes drift input.222

Note that the same winds — not the same wind stress — force both OM4 and OM4-CL,223

and that OM4-CL includes the Stokes tendency term ∂tu
S in equation (3). As a result, OM4224

and OM4-CL have slightly different column-integrated momentum budgets (Fan et al., 2009;225

Wagner et al., 2021). Nevertheless, figures 1 and 2 show that these discrepancies are not226

important.227

3.4 Wave-agnostic currents are almost identical to Lagrangian-mean currents228

simulated by the wave-averaged model229

Figure 1 compares surface currents between the control OM4 and the wave-averaged OM4-230

CL. OM4 simulates “implicitly-averaged” currents with no explicit surface wave dependence,231

while OM4-CL explicitly simulates Lagrangian-mean surface currents. Currents output232

from both OM4 and OM4-CL are further averaged over the time period 1998-2017. The233

similarity of figure 1a-b, which show zonal and meridional components of u from OM4, and234

figure 1c-d, which show the zonal and meridional components of the Lagrangian-mean uL
235
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(a) OM4-CL zonal Eulerian mean current

(c) (Fig 1a) - (Fig 2a)

(e) zonal Stokes drift

(b) OM4-CL meridional Eulerian mean current

(d) (Fig 1b) - (Fig 2b)

(f) meridional Stokes drift
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0.00

0.05

0.10
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Figure 2: (Upper) Mean OM4-CL zonal and meridional Eulerian-mean surface currents
(1998-2017), (middle) difference between OM4-CL Eulerian mean currents and OM4 currents,
and (bottom) mean surface Stokes drift.

from OM4-CL, demonstrate that the surface circulation in OM4 and the Lagrangian-mean236

surface circulation in OM4-CL are almost identical. The differences between the zonal and237

meridional components of u and uL, shown in the bottom row of figure 1, are small and238

associated with turbulent mesoscale perturbations.239

Next, we entertain the Euelrian-mean hypothesis. The Eulerian-mean velocity is240

calculated from OM4-CL output by subtracting the Stokes drift from the simulated velocity241

uL according to (1). The Eulerian-mean hypothesis posits that the mean velocity in the242

control OM4 simulation is close or identical to Eulerian-mean velocity from the OM4-CL243

simulation. However, the middle row of figure 2 reveals a systematic and significant difference244

between the Eulerian-mean velocity from OM4-CL and the wave-agnostic velocity from245

OM4 which is much larger than the differences exhibited in the bottom row of figure 1.246

Furthermore, the difference between the currents from the control simulation and the Eulerian-247

mean currents from the wave-averaged simulation (middle row of figure 2) turns out to be248

almost identical to the mean surface Stokes drift currents (bottom row of figure 2). We249

thus do not find evidence to support the Eulerian-mean hypothesis. Instead, the current250

simulated by the wave-agnostic OM4 is close to the Lagrangian-mean current simulated by251

OM4-CL, as predicted by the Lagrangian-mean hypothesis.252
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4 Discussion253

By inspecting the wave-averaged equations of motion, and comparing the output from254

wave-neglecting control simulation and an explicitly wave-averaged simulation, we come255

to two conclusions: (i) typical GCMs simulate the Lagrangian-mean velocity field; and256

(ii) resolved (not parameterized) surface wave effects are negligible at the large oceanic scales.257

4.1 Boundary layer parameterization in general circulation models258

Because general circulation models solve the Lagrangian-mean equations, their param-259

eterizations are formulated in terms of uL. For example, the K-profile parameterization260

(Large et al., 1994) models the turbulent vertical flux of horizontal momentum with261

X ≈ ∂z
(
K ∂zu

L
)
, (15)262

where the turbulent vertical diffusivity K is a nonlinear function of mean buoyancy b̄,263

mean velocity uL, surface boundary conditions, and depth z. We emphasize that the264

parameterization in equation (15) is sensible, as it dissipates mean kinetic energy 1
2 |u

L|2265

(Wagner et al., 2021) and is consistent with large eddy simulation results. For example,266

Reichl et al. (2016) find momentum fluxes aligned with ∂zu
L in large eddy simulations267

of hurricane-forced boundary layer turbulence, and Pearson (2018) observe that turbulent268

mixing beneath surface waves tends to homogenize uL.269

4.2 Future applications of wave-averaged general circulation models270

Figures 1 and 2 show that resolved surface wave effects are negligible at 1/4
◦
degree271

resolution. However, we expect that resolved surface wave effects become more relevant at272

finer resolutions and higher Rossby numbers, when the term
(
∇× uS

)
× uL in (3) is no273

longer negligible. The question remains: “At what resolution do wave effects matter for274

mesoscale or submesoscale dynamics?” Surface wave effects are known to be important at275

the O(1m) scales of ocean surface boundary layer large eddy simulations (McWilliams et276

al., 1997), but the effects of surface wave on motions with scales between O(1m) and 1/4
◦

277

remains relatively unexplored.278

Even 1/4
◦
-resolution GCMs benefit from knowledge of the surface wave state when279

their boundary layer turbulence parameterizations depend on the surface wave state (Li et280

al., 2019). This is also true for air-sea flux parameterizations (Reichl & Deike, 2020) and281

potentially other parameterizations, such as those for wave-ice interaction.282

Open Research283

The MOM6 source code including modifications for MOM6-CL is available at https://284

github.com/mom-ocean/MOM6. WAVEWATCH III source code is available from https://285

github.com/NOAA-EMC/WW3. Code and model output used for generating figures are available286

at https://github.com/breichl/MOM6CL-Figures (and will be linked to Zenodo upon287

acceptance).288
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